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Abstract

We study the optimal degree of harmonization of accounting standards when 
rms�in-vestments exhibit �beauty-contest� features as in, e.g., Arya and Mittendorf (2016). 
We model more harmonization of accounting standards as the noises in 
rms� reports being more correlated, consistent with Barth et al. (1999). We show that while 
more harmonized accounting standards have ambiguous e¤ects on the reports� informativeness 
in represent-ing 
rms�underlying fundamentals, they always reduce the reports�precision in forecasting 
rms�aggregate investment. The stronger the �beauty-contest�features, the more important the 
forecasts about the aggregate investment, and thus the less harmonized the standards should 
be. We also 
nd that, while absent beauty-contest features, mandatory adoption of more harmonized 
accounting standards can be unnecessary, such mandate is warranted when beauty-contest 
features are strong. Taken together, our results both provide a justi
cation for and identify an unintended consequence of the recent mandates towards more 
harmonized accounting standards.
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1 Introduction

We study whether accounting standards should be harmonized when �rms�investments ex-

hibit �beauty-contest�externalities.1 Our analyses suggest that mandating more harmonized

accounting standards has both costs and bene�ts. We �nd that, on the one hand, the stronger

the beauty-contest externalities, the lower degree of harmonization should be mandated, as

imposing a higher degree of harmonization reduces the ability of �rms��nancial reports in

predicting the aggregate �rm investments. On the other hand, while higher beauty-contest

externalities call for less accounting harmonization, it also provides a justi�cation for the

mandatory adoption of (such lower level of) harmonized accounting standards as �rms, when

left on their own, would adopt even less harmonized standards.

Harmonization of international accounting standards has become more common over the

past couple of decades and is an important research topic in accounting (see Baker and

Barbu (2007) for a comprehensive review of the accounting standards harmonization liter-

ature). For example, there has been extensive adoption of international �nancial reporting

standards (IFRS) since the 1990s (see De George et al. (2016) for an excellent review of

the IFRS adoption literature) as well as calls for convergence between US GAAP and IFRS.2

Proponents of harmonization of accounting standards tout the bene�ts of such convergence in

terms of improved comparability (Securities and Commission (2008), Tweedie (2008), Wang

(2014)), lower processing cost of accounting reports for capital market participants (e.g., De-

Fond et al. (2011), Covrig et al. (2007), Bradshaw et al. (2004)), and thus positive capital

market consequences (e.g., Leuz and Verrecchia (2000), Leuz (2003), Daske et al. (2008), Li

(2010)). Opponents of the harmonization, on the other hand, focus on the cost associated

with �one-size-�ts-all� standards adoption (Brüggemann et al. (2013), Ray (2018)) as well

as heterogenous enforcement (Ball et al. (2000), Ball et al. (2003), Leuz et al. (2003), Bush-

man and Piotroski (2006), Lang et al. (2006), Daske et al. (2013), Christensen et al. (2013),

Christensen et al. (2016)).

1 In this paper we use beauty-contest features and investment externalities interchangeably. When invest-
ment exhibits beauty-contest features, one �rm �nds it optimal to invest more (less) if other �rms invest more
(less). Therefore, �rms�investment strategies are complements to each other.

2See https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Page/SectionPage&cid=1176156304264 for a brief history. See Hail
et al. (2010a) and Hail et al. (2010b) for excellent thought pieces on global accounting standards convergence.
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However, most, if not all, of the arguments focus exclusively on the costs and bene�ts on

the capital market. While the capital market e¤ect is important to understand the economic

consequences of accounting harmonization, two other key factors have been seemingly under-

explored in prior studies: 1) the possibility of �rms (rather than investors) learning from other

�rms�reports and 2) the existence of investment externalities among �rms. As discussed in

Roychowdhury et al. (2019), �rms often learn from other �rms�disclosures in making invest-

ment decisions, and harmonization of accounting standards arguably facilitates such learning.

Empirically, Chen et al. (2013) provide supporting evidence that mandatory IFRS adoption

has a cross-border spillover e¤ect and improves peer �rms� investment e¢ ciency. Perhaps

more importantly, investment externalities exhibiting beauty-contest features are pervasive

in practice (see detailed discussions in Arya and Mittendorf (2016)) and have become in-

creasingly important as the economies worldwide move towards more service-oriented. For

instance, while song producers in the past typically make pro�ts through selling cassettes and

CDs, their pro�ts nowadays are driven primarily by the number of listens on streaming plat-

forms such as Spotify. Investment in song production would be more pro�table if the songs

are streamed through platforms with more audiences. Streaming platforms would also have

higher returns from their investments if more popular songs are streamed through their plat-

forms. As another example, it has become increasingly common for companies to run their

computing tasks through cloud computing services. Firms�investment in cloud computing

would generate higher returns if the cloud computing service they use has more active users,

in the sense that their customers/suppliers are more likely to share the same service, thus

facilitating interactions and saving costs. Likewise, cloud computing service companies� in-

vestments would also be more pro�table if more �rms invest in cloud computing. In addition,

the European Union (EU)�s adoption of IFRS coincides with its attempt of greater economic

integration among EU countries.3 To the extent that economic integration contributes to

investment externalities (Vijil (2014)), the question of whether more or less harmonized ac-

counting standards are desirable in settings with investment externalities appears important

and, so far, unexplored in the literature.

3For more details on this topic, please see, e.g. https://europe.unc.edu/�les/2016/11/Brief_EU_Global_Convergence
_Accounting_Standards_2007.pdf.
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In this paper, we address this question by studying the optimal degree of accounting stan-

dards harmonization in a canonical model of investment beauty contests. In our model, there

is a continuum of �rms making investment decisions. The return of the investment depends

not only on each �rm�s own fundamental but also on how much other �rms invest (i.e., the

investment externality). Firms�fundamentals are correlated as each has a common compo-

nent (common fundamental) and an idiosyncratic component (idiosyncratic fundamental).

Introducing the common component is a parsimonious way of introducing a correlation in

fundamentals across �rms. The correlation, in turn, creates a need for �rms to learn from

other �rms�reports. In addition, as in Angeletos and Pavan (2004) and Zhang (Forthcom-

ing), each �rm observes private signals about the components of its fundamentals and public

signals consisting of accounting reports for itself and all other �rms. Accounting reports

are modeled as noisy signals of fundamentals and the noise in the reports also consists of a

common component (common noise) and an idiosyncratic component (idiosyncratic noise).

Following the spirit of Barth et al. (1999) that harmonization makes countries�accounting

reports more similar, we model the harmonization of accounting standards as an increase

in the common noise while at the same time a decrease in the idiosyncratic noise. Barth et

al. (1999) interpret more similar reports as having more common measurement noise, which

is consistent with our formulation. We assume there is an accounting standard-setter who

chooses the degree of harmonization of accounting standards to maximize social welfare, i.e.,

the expected payo¤ for all �rms.

We �nd that in economies with higher investment externalities, harmonization of account-

ing standards is less desirable, thus pointing to a potential unintended cost of mandating more

harmonized accounting standards. To illustrate the intuition, note that it is well-known that

in settings of investment beauty contests (e.g., Angeletos and Pavan (2007)) the welfare

e¤ect of information depends on how information a¤ects two types of uncertainties: 1) fun-

damental uncertainty (i.e., the uncertainty regarding the fundamental state) and 2) strategic

uncertainty (i.e., the uncertainty regarding others�investment strategies).

We �rst look at how fundamental uncertainty is a¤ected. We �nd that more harmonized

accounting standards reduce the uncertainty regarding the idiosyncratic fundamental but in-

crease the uncertainty regarding the common fundamental. Intuitively, since the idiosyncratic
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noise and the idiosyncratic fundamental cancels out when averaging across all reports, the

mean report is the common fundamental plus the common noise. Similarly, since the com-

mon noise and the common fundamental cancels out when subtracting the mean report from

each �rm�s report, each �rm�s demeaned report equals its idiosyncratic fundamental plus the

idiosyncratic noise. More harmonized accounting standards, by increasing the common noise,

inject more noise into the mean report and, therefore, amplify the uncertainty regarding the

common fundamental. Similarly, by reducing idiosyncratic noise in the demeaned reports,

more harmonized accounting standards diminish the uncertainty regarding the idiosyncratic

fundamental. Thus, this trade-o¤ generates an interior optimal degree of harmonization even

in the absence of the beauty-contest motive.

Second, we �nd that more harmonized accounting standards always increase strategic

uncertainty. To see the intuition, note that strategic uncertainty hinges on uncertainty

predicting the average of other �rms� investment strategies. Since, in equilibrium, other

�rms�investment strategies are driven by the fundamentals, and averaging the investments

cancels out the idiosyncratic fundamental, the precision of predicting the average of other

�rms�investments depends only on the degree of uncertainty regarding common fundamental.

By increasing the uncertainty regarding common fundamental, more harmonized accounting

standards amplify the strategic uncertainty.

In sum, while more harmonized accounting standards have ambiguous e¤ects on the

fundamental uncertainty, they always increase the strategic uncertainty. In economies with

stronger investment externalities, it is of greater importance to predict other �rms�investment

strategies, which puts minimizing strategic uncertainty in a more central place. This, in turn,

calls for accounting standards to be less harmonized to reduce strategic uncertainty.

We also �nd that, while higher investment externalities call for a lower level of harmoniza-

tion, it also justi�es the mandatory adoption of (such lower level of) harmonized accounting

standards. Speci�cally, in the absence of investment externalities, �rms may voluntarily

choose a higher level of harmonization than the choice of a benevolent standard-setter, mak-

ing mandating more harmonized accounting standards unnecessary. When investment ex-

ternalities are higher, however, �rms always voluntarily choose less harmonized standards

than the socially optimal ones. This, in turn, implies the necessity of mandating more har-
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monized accounting standards. The intuition for this result is as follows. In the absence of

investment externalities, both the individual �rms and the standard-setter are only concerned

about predicting the fundamentals. However, while individual �rms care only about predict-

ing their own fundamentals, the standard-setter also considers the information spillover e¤ect

that one �rm�s report helps to predict the fundamentals of other �rms. In particular, when

the precision of signals regarding common fundamentals is low, it is of great importance to

generate information about the common fundamental. In response, both the �rms and the

standard-setter choose to adopt less harmonized accounting standards in order to reduce the

uncertainty about the common fundamental. More importantly, the decrease in accounting

harmonization comes with an information spillover e¤ect: it helps to reduce the uncertainty

about the common fundamental for all �rms. However, an individual �rm can only internal-

ize the information gain on its own, thus contemplating a smaller private bene�t of reducing

accounting harmonization than the social bene�t. Accordingly, this information spillover in-

duces �rms to prefer more harmonized accounting standards than the socially optimal level.

Adding investment externalities, however, alters the preferences of both the individual

�rms and the standard-setter for accounting harmonization substantially. Because of the

beauty-contest feature, both the individual �rms and the standard-setter care about align-

ing the �rms� investments with other �rms�. Furthermore, the standard-setter cares more

about such alignment than the �rms. This is because an individual �rm is only concerned

about setting its own investment close to its peers, whereas the standard-setter cares about

aligning the investments among all �rms. More harmonized accounting standards help the

standard-setter to better align the �rms�investments because they make the �rms�reports

more correlated and thus drive stronger comovements across the �rms�investments. As a re-

sult, when investment externalities become su¢ ciently large, the standard-setter would prefer

a higher degree of harmonization than what �rms would privately choose. Mandating more

harmonized accounting standards is thus desirable.

Our paper has the following implications. On the one hand, we caution against adopting

more harmonized accounting standards when the degree of investment externalities is too

high, as such accounting change introduces correlated reporting noise and ampli�es strategic

uncertainty. Such an increase of strategic uncertainty is particularly costly in economies
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where the strategic uncertainty is of great importance, i.e., when there are high degrees of

investment externalities. To the extent that di¤erent countries and industries exhibit di¤erent

degrees of investment externalities, our results imply that adopting harmonized accounting

standards should be decided at an industry-by-industry or country-by-country level. For

example, banks and mutual funds are prone to runs and thus may feature greater investment

externalities (e.g. Goldstein and Pauzner (2005), Chen et al. (2010)). Therefore, mandating

a high degree of harmonization in these industries may not be desirable. Similarly, countries

that are subject to excessive capital �ights during crises should be cautious in adopting more

harmonized accounting standards. Our results thus cast doubt on enhancing accounting

standards harmonization as a �desirable single goal� that echoes Barth et al. (1999), even

though the underlying mechanism is completely di¤erent. While in Barth et al. (1999) the

cost of harmonization comes from reducing the reporting precision, in our setting the cost

stems from more correlated accounting noise amplifying strategic uncertainty regardless of

whether the total precision is increased or decreased.

On the other hand, our paper provides a justi�cation for the recent mandatory harmoniza-

tion of accounting standards, to the extent that investment externalities have become more

and more prominent, as discussed previously. Our paper suggests that it is more desirable to

mandate accounting standards harmonization for countries/industries that exhibit higher de-

gree of investment externalities. Nonetheless, the optimal degree of mandated harmonization

should still be lower when investment externalities are greater.

1.1 Related literature

Our paper relates and contributes to several streams of literature. First, it is, to the best of

our knowledge, the �rst paper that studies harmonization of accounting standards in a setting

with investment externalities. Closely related to our study, two recent papers by Fang et al.

(2019) and Wu and Xue (2019) also examine the optimal degree of harmonization (which they

term comparability), yet in di¤erent settings with neither investment externalities nor private

signals, and they do not study the issue of whether it is desirable to mandate accounting

harmonization. In contrast, we consider a setting that features investment externality in

the form of an investment beauty contest, which plays a key role in our study of accounting
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harmonization. We �nd that the presence of investment externalities provides a rationale

for mandating accounting harmonization; however, when investment externalities become

stronger, the degree of harmonization should still be mandated lower. More broadly, our paper

is also related to the literature on accounting standards convergence and, in particular, IFRS

adoption. There is a vast empirical literature on this topic but, to the best of our knowledge,

only Barth et al. (1999), Gao et al. (2019) and Ray (2018) study this topic analytically.

Both Barth et al. (1999) and Gao et al. (2019) are based on trading models that focus on the

e¤ect of accounting harmonization on reporting precision as well as on stock market investors�

information acquisition e¤ort. Ray (2018), on the other hand, focuses on the trade-o¤between

the investors�lower cost of processing accounting reports and �rms�higher compliance costs

generated by common accounting standards adoption. Our paper builds on and extends this

line of inquiry by examining two other aspects of accounting harmonization that none of the

prior studies have examined: 1) how accounting harmonization a¤ects information spillover

e¤ects (i.e., accounting harmonization changes the amount and the nature of the information

a �rm extracts from its peers� reports), and 2) how accounting harmonization shapes the

coordination among �rms� investments (i.e., �rms consider other �rms� investment choices

when making their own).

Second, our paper is also related to the broad economics literature on coordination as well

as its applications in accounting. While the economics literature has pointed out the subtle

role information structures play (Angeletos and Pavan (2004), Angeletos and Pavan (2007),

Morris and Shin (2002), Myatt and Wallace (2012)), they do not directly speak to how di¤er-

ent accounting properties map into those information structures. Subsequently, accounting

applications make attempts to provide such mapping and derive accounting implications. For

instance, Plantin et al. (2008), Gao and Jiang (2018) and Liang and Zhang (2019) examine

the role of accounting measurements in bank runs. Perhaps more related to our study, three

other papers in accounting also employ investment beauty-contest models similar to ours,

but they study di¤erent questions. Arya and Mittendorf (2016) examine how disclosure of

�rms�private information may be bene�cial. Zhang (Forthcoming) studies how competition

among �rms a¤ects their choices of disclosure precision. Gigler et al. (2016) investigate how

mark-to-market accounting in the sense of more precise public information a¤ects a �rm�s
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ex-ante risk-taking strategy. Note that all three studies focus on examining the e¤ects of

improving individual �rms�disclosure precision; however, we study the system-wide e¤ect of

adopting harmonized accounting standards. Harmonization of accounting standards not only

in�uences the disclosure precision of all �rms (albeit the exact e¤ect is ambiguous), but also

produces information spillovers across �rms, and a¤ects how �rms infer others�investments

(i.e., strategic uncertainty).

Finally, we also contribute to the literature on disclosure regulation, in particular, the

rationalization of mandatory disclosure. Mandatory disclosures are usually justi�ed (or un-

justi�ed) on grounds of completely positive (or completely negative) information spillovers

(e.g., Fishman and Hagerty (1989), Admati and P�eiderer (2000), Dye and Sridhar (2008)).

See Leuz and Wysocki (2016) for an excellent review).4 However, most of the literature fo-

cuses on the e¤ect of regulating disclosure precision, and it is a priori unclear how to apply

their insights to study the harmonization of accounting standards as more harmonized ac-

counting standards could either increase or decrease precision (Barth et al. (1999) and Gao et

al. (2019)). Toward that end, we examine the trade-o¤ regarding mandating accounting har-

monization in an investment beauty-contest setting that features both information spillovers

and investment externalities. We show that while there may exist a negative externality of

mandating more harmonized accounting standards when the beauty-contest feature is weak,

the externality becomes positive and makes such mandatory harmonization socially bene�-

cial when the beauty-contest feature is strong. This shift from the negative to the positive

externality has, to the best of our knowledge, not been documented before.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the model setup. Section

3 analyzes the model. Section 4 provides empirical and regulatory implications and section

5 concludes. The appendix contains all the proofs.

4An exception is Chen et al. (2017) which also consider a setting with investment externalities but study
a di¤erent question from ours. In their setting, �rms have private information regarding their reporting
precision, and accounting regimes can either enable or disable �rms to signal their private information.
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-
t = 0r t = 1r t = 2r

Standard-setter chooses the
degree of accounting
standards harmonization m.

Each �rm issues accounting
report ri following accounting
standards, and observes private
signals si1 and si2. Firm
chooses investment ki.

Cash �ows from investments
are realized and distributed.

Figure 1: Timeline of the model.

2 The Model

Our model is built on a canonical model of investment beauty contest widely used in the

accounting and economics literature (e.g., Angeletos and Pavan (2004), Angeletos and Pavan

(2007), Arya and Mittendorf (2016), Chen et al. (2017)), augmented with our formulation of

harmonized accounting standards. The model has three dates, t 2 f0; 1; 2g, and includes an

accounting standard-setter and a continuum of �rms over the unit interval [0; 1], indexed by

i. Figure 1 summarizes the timeline of our model.

Speci�cally, at date 0, each �rm i is endowed with an investment opportunity, the return

of which will be realized at date 2 and depends on the �rm�s fundamental:

�i = � + �i;

where � � N
�
��;

1
h�

�
and �i � N

�
0; 1h�

�
is independent of �. Each �rm�s fundamental,

therefore, consists of two components, a common component � and an idiosyncratic compo-

nent �i. For ease of exposition, we call these two components as the common fundamental

and idiosyncratic fundamental hereafter.

At date 1, each �rm i prepares and issues an accounting report ri, the process of which

is governed by some accounting standards set by the standard-setter. We will specify how

the accounting standards are set in more detail later. In addition, each �rm i also privately

observes two independent signals. One signal reveals the common fundamental � with noise

and the other reveals the idiosyncratic fundamental �i with noise, that is,

si1 = � + �i1; si2 = �i + �i2;
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where �i1 � N
�
0; 1
h�1

�
, �i2 � N

�
0; 1
h�2

�
and the noises are independent both within and

across �rms. Following the investment beauty-contest literature, we assume that the private

signals are �soft information�known by the �rms and cannot be credibly communicated to

outsiders.

Upon observing the accounting reports of all �rms and its own private signals, �rm i

chooses to invest ki at a cost of
k2i
2 at date 1. Importantly, following Angeletos and Pavan

(2004) and Arya and Mittendorf (2016), we assume that the return to each �rm i�s investment

exhibits a beauty-contest feature as follows:

Ri = (1� �) �i + �K; (1)

where � 2 [0; 1) and K is the aggregate investment in the economy, i.e., K �
R 1
0 kidi.

Equation (1) implies that �rm i earns a higher investment return and hence has a stronger

incentive to invest either when the �rm receives a favorable shock to its fundamental (higher

�i), or when other �rms also make larger investments (higher K). The parameter � thus

captures the magnitude of the beauty-contest feature or the level of investment externalities.

As discussed in the introduction, the beauty-contest feature is quite common in practice, and

equation (1) provides a parsimonious reduced-form representation of this feature. In addition,

we also develop an economic setting in Appendix II that micro-founds (1) and derives the

equation endogenously as a result of optimal trades among �rms.

In sum, each �rm i chooses ki to maximize the following expected payo¤ conditional on

its information set:

max
ki

Vi � E

�
Riki �

k2i
2
jri; r�i; si1; si2

�
; (2)

where r�i denotes all �rms�accounting reports other than �rm i�s. Therefore, the informa-

tion set for �rm i at date 1 before choosing ki includes fri; r�i; si1; si2g, i.e., all the public

accounting reports and �rm i�s private signals. To economize on notation, we often omit

stating the �rm�s information set and simply write each �rm�s conditional expectation given

its information set as Ei [�], whenever no confusion arises.

So far, our model is a standard investment beauty-contest model. We now augment it
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by formulating how harmonization of accounting standards governs the �rms� accounting

reports. Speci�cally, we assume that the accounting report for �rm i is

ri = �i +m� + (1�m) "i; (3)

where m 2 (0; 1) and higher m represents more harmonized accounting standards. Equation

(3) indicates that the accounting report of �rm i is a noisy signal of �rm i�s fundamental.

The reporting noise also consists of two independent components: a common reporting noise

� � N
�
0; 1h�

�
and an idiosyncratic reporting noise "i � N

�
0; 1h"

�
, which is i.i.d. across

�rms. Therefore, more harmonized accounting standards increase common noise and, at the

same time, decrease idiosyncratic noise in accounting reports.

Our notion of higher m representing more harmonized accounting standards is consistent

with that in Barth et al. (1999).5 To see this, note that in Barth et al. (1999) more harmonized

accounting standards are operationalized as reducing the variance of the di¤erence between

the measurement noise when using a country�s own accounting standards and the measure-

ment noise when using another country�s accounting standards. Correspondingly, in our set-

ting, consider two �rms/countries indexed by i and j. Using �rm/country i�s own accounting

standards results in the measurement noise being m� + (1�m) "i and using �rm/country

j�s accounting standards results in the measurement noise being m� + (1�m) "j , where "j

represents the idiosyncratic reporting noise of using �rm/country j�s accounting standard,

which, by assumption, is independent and identically distributed with "i. The di¤erence of

their measurement error is thus m�+(1�m) "i� (m� + (1�m) "j) = (1�m) ("i � "j), and

the variance is

V ar (m� + (1�m) "i � (m� + (1�m) "j)) = (1�m)2
2

h"
;

which is strictly decreasing in m. In other words, when m increases, the measurement

noise di¤erence between any two countries�accounting reports decline. In particular, when

5Prior papers (e.g., Fang et al. (2019)) have also used the relative magnitude of common noises in accounting
reports to model accounting comparability. Our modeling of accounting standard harmonization is in line
with the spirits of those papers, to the extent that more harmonization of accounting standards improves the
comparability among accounting reports.
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m = 1, the variance reaches zero, suggesting that the standards between �rm/country i and

�rm/country j are �completely harmonized.�

We assume that a benevolent standard-setter chooses the degree of accounting standards

harmonization m at date 0 to maximize the ex-ante social welfare, de�ned as the expected

payo¤ among all �rms, i.e.,

W � E

�Z 1

0
Vidi

�
. (4)

The table below summarizes the notations of the paper.

Notation Variable Notation Variable

�i �rm i�s fundamental � common fundamental

� mean of � �i �rm i�s idiosyncratic fundamental

ri public accounting report of �rm i � common reporting noise

"i �rm i�s idiosyncratic reporting noise m accounting standards harmonization

si1 �rm i�s private signal about � �i1 noise of the signal si1

si2 �rm i�s private signal about �i �i2 noise of the signal si2

h� precision of � h� precision of �i

h� precision of � h" precision of "i

h�1 precision of �i1 h�2 precision of �i2

ki �rm i�s investment K aggregate investment

Ri �rm i�s return to investment � degree of the beauty-contest motive

Vi �rm i�s expected payo¤ given information W social welfare

Table 1: Notations.

3 Analysis

3.1 Informational properties of harmonized accounting standards

As a preliminary step, we analyze how harmonization of accounting standards a¤ects the

information content of accounting reports as such analysis will be crucial to understand
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the economic consequences of accounting harmonization. In an investment beauty-contest

model, the provision of information serves two purposes. It helps each �rm to better assess

the state of fundamentals (i.e., reducing fundamental uncertainty), and the beliefs held by

the other �rms (i.e., reducing strategic uncertainty). In this section, we provide insights into

how harmonization of accounting standards a¤ects the two types of uncertainty. In doing

so, we �rst decompose the set of correlated accounting reports frigi2[0;1] into two sets of

orthogonal signals, each of which is a su¢ cient statistic for the common and the idiosyncratic

fundamental, respectively. The �rst signal is the average accounting report :

�r =

Z 1

0
(�i +m� + (1�m) "i) di = � +m�: (5)

Note that �r is a signal of the common fundamental � only, as all of the idiosyncratic compo-

nents are averaged out. Conditional on �r, a �rm�s accounting report ri does not provide any

incremental information about �. The other signal is the demeaned report :

vi = ri � �r = �i + (1�m) "i; (6)

i.e., the di¤erence between a �rm�s accounting report ri and the average report �r. Note

that vi is a signal of the idiosyncratic fundamental �i only, as the common components are

canceled out. Conditional on vi, the accounting report ri does not provide any incremental

information about �i. These results are formally stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The set of accounting reports frigi2[0;1] can be decomposed as follows:

1. The average report �r = � +m� is a su¢ cient statistic for �;

2. The demeaned report vi = �i + (1�m) "i is a su¢ cient statistic for �i.

Having characterized the su¢ cient-statistic results, we now turn to examining how har-

monization of accounting standards a¤ects the fundamental and the strategic uncertainty

through changing the information content of the average and the demeaned reports. We

�rst formally de�ne the fundamental uncertainty. Recall that there are two fundamental

components, the common fundamental � and the idiosyncratic fundamental �i. Naturally,
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the uncertainty regarding � and �i, conditional on a �rm i�s information set fri; r�i; si1; si2g,

is measured by the conditional variances, V ar (�jri; r�i; si1; si2) and V ar (�ijri; r�i; si1; si2),

respectively. To economize on notation, we often omit �rm i�s information set and write

the conditional variance as V ari (�). The following proposition then characterizes the role of

accounting standards harmonization m in a¤ecting V ari (�) and V ari (�i).

Proposition 1 When accounting standards become more harmonized,

� fundamental uncertainty regarding �i is lower, i.e., @V ari(�i)@m < 0;

� fundamental uncertainty regarding � is higher, i.e., @V ari(�)@m > 0:

Proposition 1 follows directly from Lemma 1. Lemma 1 states that the average report

is common fundamental plus common noise whereas the demeaned report is idiosyncratic

fundamental plus idiosyncratic noise. Therefore, more harmonized accounting standards

would amplify the uncertainty about the common fundamental as it adds common noise into

the average report. In contrast, by reducing idiosyncratic noise in the demeaned reports,

more harmonized accounting standards diminish the uncertainty regarding the idiosyncratic

fundamental.

Next, we examine the e¤ect of accounting standards harmonization on strategic uncer-

tainty. Following the investment beauty-contest literature (e.g., Angeletos and Pavan (2004)),

strategic uncertainty measures how well �rm i is able to forecast other �rms�beliefs. For-

mally, from �rm i�s perspective, the belief of a �rm j 6= i about its fundamental �j is given

by Ej [�j ]. Therefore, on average, all other �rms�beliefs about their fundamentals are given

by:

�E [�j ] =

Z 1

0
Ej [�j ] dj;

where �E [�] denotes the average beliefs of all �rms. Now consider how well �rm i�s informa-

tion helps it to predict the average of other �rms� beliefs about their own fundamentals,

i.e., �E [�j ]. The relevant measure here is the conditional variance of estimating �E [�j ] given

�rm i�s information, i.e., V ari
�
�E [�j ]

�
. The following proposition characterizes the e¤ect of

accounting standards harmonization m on V ari
�
�E [�j ]

�
.
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Proposition 2 Strategic uncertainty strictly increases in accounting standards harmoniza-

tion, i.e.,
@V ari( �E[�j ])

@m > 0.

Proposition 2 suggests that while more harmonized accounting standards have ambigu-

ous e¤ects on the precision of forecasting the common and the idiosyncratic fundamentals,

they always make the forecast of others�beliefs more di¢ cult, i.e., the strategic uncertainty

increases. To see the intuition, note that when �rm i forecasts the average of other �rms�

beliefs about their own fundamentals, it only needs to forecast other �rms�beliefs about the

common fundamental �, as their beliefs about the idiosyncratic fundamental �j are averaged

out. Since more harmonized accounting standards increase the fundamental uncertainty re-

garding �, they also make it more di¢ cult for each �rm to forecast others�beliefs about the

fundamentals. As a result, strategic uncertainty heightens as accounting standards become

more harmonized.

3.2 Economic consequences of harmonized accounting standards

3.2.1 No beauty-contest benchmark

To help illustrate the interaction between investment externality and harmonized accounting

standards in our setting, it is instructive to �rst examine a benchmark in which there is

no investment externality, i.e., � = 0. Taking the �rst-order condition of the �rm�s payo¤

function (2) with respect to ki yields the following decision rule:

ki = Ei [�i] : (7)

Plugging (7) into (2) gives the �rm�s expected payo¤:

Vi =
[Ei [�i]]

2

2
=
Ei
�
�2i
�
� V ari (�i)
2

:
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Integrating Vi over the population of �rms, we obtain social welfare, de�ned in (4), as:6

W =
[E [�i]]

2 + V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)
2

/ �V ari (�i) = �V ar (�j�r; si1)� V ar (�ijvi; si2) ; (8)

where �/�means �strictly increasing in.�Intuitively, equation (8) suggests that maximizing

social welfare is equivalent to minimizing the uncertainty about the common fundamental

� and the idiosyncratic fundamental �i. This is intuitive, because absent investment exter-

nality, optimal decision-making only requires the most precise assessments of fundamentals.

The following proposition states that there exists an interior and unique level of accounting

standards harmonization that minimizes the fundamental uncertainty.

Proposition 3 When there is no investment externality, i.e., � = 0, there always exists an

interior and unique level of accounting standards harmonization m�
0 that maximizes social

welfare.

Proposition 3 suggests that it is never optimal to adopt accounting standards that are

fully harmonized or completely idiosyncratic. This is because making accounting standards

more harmonized generates a bene�t and a cost: it alleviates the uncertainty regarding the

idiosyncratic fundamental at the expense of elevating the uncertainty regarding the common

fundamental. When one type of uncertainty is at extremely high levels (i.e. the other type

is at extremely low levels), the bene�t of reducing the extremely high uncertainty outweighs

the cost of increasing the extremely low uncertainty. Balancing the bene�t and cost thus

requires implementing an interior level of accounting standards harmonization, rather than

extreme levels.

6Formally, the �rst step in the derivation ofW uses the law of iterated expectations, i.e., E
hR 1
0
Ei
�
�2i
�
di
i
=

E
�
�2i
�
= [E [�i]]

2+V ar (�i), and V ari (�i) is the same across all �rms. The second step exploits the fact that
[E [�i]]

2 + V ar (�i) = �
2
� +

1
h�
+ 1

h�
is a constant and thus can be dropped in the optimization program. The

third step comes from Lemma 1, i.e., the average report �r is a su¢ cient statistic for � whereas the demeaned
report vi is a su¢ cient statistic for �i.
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3.2.2 Full model with beauty contest

We now turn to the full model with investment externalities. Taking the �rst-order condition

of the �rm�s payo¤ function (2) with respect to ki gives the �rm�s optimal investment rule:

ki = Ei [Ri] = (1� �)Ei [�i] + �Ei [K] : (9)

Equation (9) suggests that, with investment externality (� > 0), each �rm chooses its in-

vestment to match not only its own fundamentals but also the other �rms�investments K.

The latter motive makes forecasting K (i.e., strategic uncertainty) a key consideration for

each �rm. Following Angeletos and Pavan (2004), the equilibrium investment can be solved

via a �guess-and-verify�approach, which we brie�y outline here. Conjecture that the �rm�s

investment ki is linear in all the signals in the �rm�s information set f�r; vi; si1; si2g:

ki =  0 +  �r�r +  vvi +  s1si1 +  s2si2;

where the coe¢ cients
�
 0;  �r;  v;  s1 ;  s2

	
will be endogenously determined in equilibrium.

Then, the aggregate investment is

K =

Z 1

0
kidi =  0 +  �r�r +  s1�: (10)

Note that the idiosyncratic fundamentals and the idiosyncratic noise are canceled out in the

aggregation. Plugging the conjectures of fki;Kg into (9) and matching the coe¢ cients gives

the equilibrium level of investments, which we state formally in the following proposition.

Proposition 4 When � > 0, i.e., there is investment externality,

1. in equilibrium, each �rm chooses an investment

ki =
h��� +

h�
m2 �r + (1� �)h�1si1

h� +
h�
m2 + (1� �)h�1

+ (1� �)
h"

(1�m)2 vi + h�2si2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
; (11)
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and the aggregate investment is given by

K =
h��� +

h�
m2 �r + (1� �)h�1�

h� +
h�
m2 + (1� �)h�1

: (12)

2. Compared with the no-beauty-contest benchmark (� = 0), with respect to the common

fundamental �, each �rm overweights the average report �r and underweights the private

signal si1, whereas, with respect to the idiosyncratic fundamental �i, the �rm does not

overweight nor underweight any signal of the pair fvi; si2g.

Part 1 of Proposition 4 con�rms our conjecture of the linear equilibrium.7 The equilib-

rium investment is the sum of the weighted average of the �rm�s signals about the common

fundamental �, i.e., the public average report �r and the private signal si1, and the weighted

average of the signals about the idiosyncratic fundamental �i, i.e., the public demeaned report

vi and the private signal si2.

Part 2 of the proposition sheds light on how the �rm places weight between the public

and the private signals. Prior literature suggests that, in investment beauty-contest settings,

players tend to place higher (lower) weight on public (private) signals, relative to the weight

under Bayesian updating (e.g., Morris and Shin (2002), Angeletos and Pavan (2004)). This is

because public signals have additional informational value in forecasting the behavior of other

players. Part 2 of Proposition 4 indicates that the average report �r is indeed overweighted;

however, the demeaned report vi, albeit public, receives the non-distorted Bayesian weight.

The intuition for this result is straightforward. Firm i�s fundamental �i a¤ects �rm i�s return

to the investment and thus its equilibrium investment ki. Aggregating ki averages out the

idiosyncratic component of �i, i.e., only the common fundamental � matters in the aggre-

gate investment K (as in (12)). As a result, only the public signal �r, which is informative

about �, has the additional informational value in forecasting K, and is thus overweighted.

By contrast, since neither of the signals about �i, public or private, is useful in forecasting

K, the weights on those signals are still the Bayesian weights. In light of this, Proposi-

tion 4 extends the standard overweighting-public-information results derived in settings with

7Following the approach in Angeletos and Pavan (2004) to express investment as functions of higher-order
beliefs, we can show that the linear equilibrium in Proposition 3 is also the unique equilibrium if � 2 [0; 1).
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homogenous fundamentals to settings with heterogenous fundamentals, and suggests that

public information is overweighted only when it is informative about the common component

of fundamentals.

An observation of the equilibrium investment (equation (11)) also suggests that the level

of accounting harmonization m plays a key role in determining the weights on the signals.

To generate further implications, the following corollary provides some comparative statics

regarding how the weights change with m.

Corollary 1 The level of accounting harmonization m a¤ects the weights
�
 �r;  s1 ;  v;  s2

	
in the �rm�s investment as follows:

1. With respect to the common fundamental,

(a) the weight on the average report,  �r, decreases in m,

(b) the weight on the private signal,  s1, increases in m,

(c) the total weight,  �r +  s1, decreases in m;

2. With respect to the idiosyncratic fundamental,

(a) the weight on the demeaned report,  v, increases in m,

(b) the weight on the private signal,  s2, decreases in m,

(c) the total weight,  v +  s2, increases in m:

Part 1 of Corollary 1 suggests that, more harmonized accounting standards induce each

�rm to rely less on the average report and, correspondingly, more on the private signal si1, in

determining the �rm�s investment. This is intuitive as accounting standards harmonization

makes the average report less informative about the common fundamental, and as a result,

each �rm lowers the weight on the average report and increases the weight on the corre-

sponding private signal. Furthermore, the total weight on the signals about the common

fundamental is decreasing in m. This is because, as the average report becomes less precise,

the �rm also increases the weight on the prior, thus reducing the overall weight on the signals.

Analogously, part 2 of Corollary 1 sheds light on how accounting standards harmonization
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a¤ects the weights on the signals about the idiosyncratic fundamental. Intuitively, the ef-

fect of accounting standards harmonization is exactly the opposite to that of the common

fundamental, as more harmonized accounting standards increase, rather than decrease, the

precision of the demeaned report about the idiosyncratic fundamental.

Having characterized the equilibrium investment, we now examine our main research

question, that is, whether accounting standards should be more or less harmonized when

�rms� investments exhibit beauty-contest features. Answering this question requires us to

compare the optimal level of accounting standards harmonization in the no-beauty-contest

benchmark, m�
0, with that in the model with beauty-contest features, m

�. However, due to

the complexity of our information structure, neither m�
0 nor m

� has a closed-form solution.

Thus in general, we are unable to compare them directly. To facilitate this comparison, we

need to impose an assumption to guarantee the concavity of social welfare in the level of

accounting harmonization such that there exists a unique global maximum in social welfare.

As it turns out, a su¢ cient condition for the concavity is that the accounting reports are

su¢ ciently precise:

Assumption 1 h� > 3
�
h� + h�1

�
and h" > 3

�
h� + h�2

�
.8

We now state the result comparing m�
0 and m

� in the following proposition.

Proposition 5 There exists a uniquely optimal degree of accounting standards harmoniza-

tion m� in the full model with the beauty-contest feature. Compared with the optimal degree

of harmonization in the no-beauty-contest benchmark m�
0, m

� is always lower and strictly

decreasing in the investment externality �, i.e., m� < m�
0 and

@m�

@� < 0.

Proposition 5 summarizes the main message of our paper. It shows that, in the pres-

ence of the beauty-contest feature, the optimal accounting standards should be made less

harmonized, compared with the benchmark in which such beauty-contest feature is absent.

Furthermore, the stronger the beauty-contest features, the less harmonized the optimal ac-

counting standards. To illustrate the intuition, we �rst rewrite social welfare in our model as

8Numerical analysis suggests that Assumption 1 is only su¢ cient but unnecessary for our comparison
results. Therefore the results can still hold even outside the parameter restriction of Assumption 1.
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follows:9

W / (1� �)2 � [�V ari (�i)]| {z }
benchmark

+�2 � [V ar (K)� V ari (K)]| {z }
amplifying strategic uncertainty

+2� (1� �)� [Cov (�;K)� Covi (�;K)] :| {z }
attenuating response to fundamentals

(13)

Compared with social welfare in the no-beauty-contest benchmark (8), there are two ad-

ditional terms, as shown in (13). We �nd that both terms are strictly decreasing in the

degree of harmonization m, and hence represent two additional endogenous costs of account-

ing harmonization when �rms�investments exhibit beauty-contest features. Because of the

two additional costs, the optimal degree of harmonization in the case with the beauty-contest

feature should be lower than that when the feature is absent. We now explain the two costs

in detail.

The second term in (13) measures the di¤erence between �rm i�s prior and posterior

(strategic) uncertainty about the other �rms�investments K, and thus re�ects the amount of

reduction in �rm i�s uncertainty about K due to the arrival of information (i.e., accounting

reports and private signals). This term suggests that, compared with the no-beauty-contest

benchmark in which social welfare can only be improved by reducing fundamental uncer-

tainty (i.e., V ari (�i)), reducing strategic uncertainty also improves the welfare when there

are investment externalities. Recall from Proposition 2 that more harmonized accounting

standards amplify the strategic uncertainty faced by the �rms and makes it more di¢ cult to

forecast K. Therefore, the second term decreases as accounting harmonization impairs the

informativeness of accounting reports about K, i.e., making V ari (K) closer to V ar (K).

The last term in (13) measures the di¤erence between the prior and the posterior covari-

ances between the common fundamental � and the �rms�investments K, and its magnitude

9Formally, we �rst plug the �rm�s investment (9) into the �rm�s payo¤ Vi, as de�ned in (2), and integrating
Vi over the population of �rms. This yields

W =
(1� �)2

2
E
�
(Ei [�i])

2�+ �2

2
E
�
(Ei [K])

2�+ � (1� �)E [Ei [�i]Ei [K]] :
Next, applying the law of iterated expectations gives that E

�
(Ei [�i])

2� = [E [�i]]2 + V ar (�i)� V ari (�) and
E
�
(Ei [K])

2� = [E [K]]2 + V ar [K] � V ari (K). In addition, applying the law of total covariances results in
E [Ei [�i]Ei [K]] = �2� + cov (Ei [�] ; Ei [K]) = �2� + Cov (�;K) � Covi (�;K). Note that ex ante, [E [�i]]

2 +
V ar (�i) = �

2
� +

1
h�
+ 1

h�
and [E [K]]2 = �2� are all constants. Dropping the constants yields (13).
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depends on the extent to which the provision of information, ex-ante, strengthens the respon-

siveness of K to �. Higher responsiveness of K to � improves social welfare because, from

Proposition 4, the investment K is less responsive to � than the socially optimal level (i.e.,

inertia), due to the excessive weight placed on the public prior about �. In light of this, an

increase in this responsiveness mitigates such ine¢ cient inertia and improves welfare.

We now explain how more harmonized accounting standards a¤ect the responsiveness of

K to �. Note �rst that, from equation (12), the responsiveness of K to � is given by the

total weight on the signals about the common fundamental f�r; si1g. Corollary 1 suggests that

more harmonized accounting standards decrease the total weight on f�r; si1g,  �r +  s1 , thus

decreasing the responsiveness of K to � and impairing welfare.

In sum, analyzing the welfare expression (13) highlights two additional costs of making

accounting standards more harmonized in environments with investment externalities: more

harmonized accounting standards reduce �rms�ability to predict others�actions, and coordi-

nate �rms to respond less promptly to shocks in fundamentals, both of which are detrimental

to social welfare. Furthermore, (13) shows that as the magnitude of investment externality

� increases, the weight placed on minimizing fundamental uncertainty decreases whereas the

weight placed on the additional costs of accounting harmonization increases. Accordingly,

higher investment externality requires the optimal accounting standards to be less harmo-

nized.

The following proposition yields additional comparative statics regarding the optimal

degree of accounting harmonization m� to generate further implications.

Corollary 2 For any � 2 [0; 1), the optimal degree of harmonization m� is

1. increasing in the precision of any signal about the common fundamental �, i.e., @m
�

@h�
> 0;

@m�

@h�
> 0, @m

�

@h�1
> 0;

2. decreasing in the precision of any signal about the idiosyncratic fundamental �i, i.e.,

@m�

@h�
< 0, @m

�

@h"
< 0, @m

�

@h�2
< 0:

Corollary 2 is intuitive. It states that, when the �rms have better information about

the common fundamental � (e.g., a more precise prior about �, a more informative private
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signal si1, or less common reporting noise �), the optimal degree of harmonization m� should

be higher. Intuitively, in environments with abundant information about �, it is more im-

portant to reduce the uncertainty about the idiosyncratic fundamental �i, corresponding to

more harmonized accounting standards. Analogously, when the �rms can predict �i more

accurately (e.g., a more precise prior about �i, a more informative private signal si2, or less

idiosyncratic reporting noise "i), m� should be set lower as the marginal bene�t of further

reducing uncertainty about �i diminishes.

3.3 When mandating harmonized accounting standards is bene�cial

In the previous section, we derive the optimal level of harmonization m� that maximizes

social welfare. This solution can be viewed as one made by a benevolent accounting-standard

setter, who optimally sets the degree of harmonization m� for every �rm or every country. A

natural follow-up question is whether each individual �rm or country, when given the choice

over harmonization, would adopt the socially optimal accounting standards in equilibrium.

This question is important as it has implications for whether and when mandating more

harmonized accounting standards is bene�cial. In other words, had each �rm voluntarily

adopted the socially optimal accounting standards in equilibrium, there would be no need

for mandatory adoption. In this section, we aim to shed some light on this question by

solving the �rms�private choices of accounting harmonization in our model and comparing

the privately optimal choices with the socially optimal choices.

The timeline of this extension is the same as that of the main model except that each �rm

independently chooses the degree of harmonization in its own accounting standards, denoted

by ni 2 [0; 1], at t = 0. Each �rm i chooses ni to maximize its ex-ante expected �rm value

E [Vi]. In the appendix, we prove that there exists a symmetric equilibrium in which each

�rm�s private choice is denoted by n�. Our focus is to examine when n� is di¤erent from m�,

and how the di¤erence depends on the degree of investment externality. These results are

summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 6 The comparison between the �rms�private choices of harmonization n� and

the socially optimal choice of harmonization m� is as follows:
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1. Absent investment externality (� = 0), m�
0 < n�0 if and only if h�

�
h� + h�1

�
< h"

�
h� + h�2

�
;10

2. When � > 1
2 , m

� > n� always holds.

Proposition 6 indicates that the �rm�s private choice n� can be higher or lower than the

socially optimal m�, and interestingly, the di¤erence depends crucially on the degree of in-

vestment externality. When the investment externality is absent, the �rms may voluntarily

choose a higher level of harmonization than the socially optimal level, in which case man-

dating more harmonized accounting standards is unnecessary. This occurs precisely when

�rms are relatively better informed about the idiosyncratic fundamental than the common

fundamental. This condition seems descriptive of �rms�information environment in practice

to the extent that �rms are typically better informed about �rm-speci�c characteristics rela-

tive to industry-level and market-level characteristics (e.g., Piotroski and Roulstone (2004);

see also Hutton et al. (2012)). However, when investment externalities are su¢ ciently high,

the �rms�private choices always fall short of the level of harmonization that maximizes so-

cial welfare, suggesting that mandating more accounting harmonization can be bene�cial. In

this light, combining Proposition 5 and 6 points to both a cost and a bene�t of mandating

more harmonized accounting standards in environments with investment externalities. While

higher investment externalities call for a lower level of harmonization (Proposition 5), it also

justi�es the mandatory adoption of (such lower level of) harmonization.

To understand the intuition for Proposition 6, note that there exist two types of ex-

ternalities in our model. The �rst type is the information spillovers due to the correlated

fundamentals across �rms, which is always positive, regardless of the value of �. The second

one is the investment externality due to �rms�investments exhibiting beauty-contest features.

The investment externality exists only when � > 0 and increases in �.

Consider �rst the case that � = 0 so only the information spillover e¤ect exists. In their

private choices of the degree of accounting harmonization, �rms face a similar trade-o¤ to

that of the standard-setter, in which more harmonized accounting standards improve the

amount of information about the idiosyncratic fundamental �i at the expense of reducing

10Recall that m�
0 denote the socially optimal level of accounting harmonization in the no-beauty-contest

benchmark (given in Proposition 3). Analogously, we denote the privately optimal level of accounting harmo-
nization in the no-beauty-contest benchmark by n�0.
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the amount of information about the common fundamental �. Yet, because of the informa-

tion spillover e¤ect, both the private bene�t and cost of accounting harmonization from the

�rms�perspective are smaller than the social bene�t and cost of accounting harmonization.

To see this, consider �rst the private vs. social bene�t of accounting harmonization. More

harmonized standards not only improve an individual �rm�s precision in estimating its own

idiosyncratic fundamental, but also help all �rms to estimate their idiosyncratic fundamen-

tals. However, since an individual �rm does not take into account such positive externalities

on other �rms, it prefers less harmonized accounting standards than the socially optimal

level. Next, consider the private vs. social cost of accounting harmonization. Similarly, more

harmonized standards reduce the amount of information about common fundamental for all

�rms; however, an individual �rm can only internalize the information loss on its own, thus

contemplating a smaller private cost of accounting harmonization than the social cost. This

e¤ect alone induces �rms to prefer more harmonized accounting standards than the socially

optimal level. In total, when the precision of signals regarding the common fundamental

is relatively low, it is crucial to generate information about the common fundamental (via

adopting less harmonized accounting standards), which makes the cost of accounting harmo-

nization a key consideration for the standard-setter. Accordingly, the standard-setter prefers

less harmonized accounting standards than �rms. This explains Part 1 of Proposition 6.

Next, we explain how adding investment externalities (� > 0) changes the preferences

of both the individual �rms and the standard-setter for accounting harmonization. Because

of the beauty-contest feature, both the individual �rms and the standard-setter care about

aligning the �rms� investments. Furthermore, the standard-setter cares more about such

alignment than the �rms. This is because an individual �rm is only concerned about setting

its own investment close to its peers, whereas the standard-setter also cares about aligning

the investments of all �rms. More harmonized accounting standards help the standard-setter

to better align the �rms�investments because they make the �rms�reports more correlated

and thus drive stronger comovements across the �rms� investments. As a result, when in-

vestment externalities become su¢ ciently large, the standard-setter would prefer a higher

degree of harmonization than what the �rms would choose privately, thus making mandating

harmonized accounting standards desirable.
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Figure 2: Optimal degree of socially and privately harmonization as a function of investment
externality �. All other parameters are: h� = 0:2; h� = 5; h�1 = 0:5; h�2 = 1; h" = 20; h� = 3:

Finally, note that Proposition 6 states that �rms may privately choose more harmonized

accounting methods than the socially optimal level absent investment externality, and less

harmonized methods when the investment externality is su¢ ciently strong. Therefore, an

immediate question is whether there exists some cuto¤ such that �rms privately adopt a

lower degree of harmonization if and only if the degree of investment externality is above

the cuto¤. Although, due to the complexity of our model, we cannot prove this conjecture

analytically, numerical analysis suggests that it is indeed true. As shown in Figure 2, the

privately optimal harmonization, n�, is smaller than the socially optimal harmonization, m�,

if and only if � is greater than around 0.32.

4 Implications

Our results provide several empirical and regulatory implications. First, Corollary 2 provides

empirical implications regarding how investment sensitivity to aggregate earnings varies with

the degree of harmonization of accounting standards. Our results predict that when account-

ing standards become more harmonized (e.g., due to IFRS adoption), a �rm�s investment will

be less sensitive to aggregate earnings reports (equivalent to the average report in our model)

and more sensitive to the idiosyncratic portion of the �rm�s own earnings reports (equivalent

to the demeaned report in our model), regardless of the e¤ects of harmonized accounting

standards on the precision of earnings. This prediction, if con�rmed, will be another example
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of the di¤erent associations between earnings and other variables (e.g. stock returns) at the

individual �rm and the aggregate levels11, to the extent that, at the individual �rm level,

it is often implicitly assumed that �rm investment becomes more sensitive to earnings when

earnings quality is higher (e.g., Li (2011)), whereas our model predicts that, at the aggregate

level, the relation between �rm investment and aggregate earnings may not necessarily de-

pend on earnings precision, but rather are driven by accounting harmonization. Yet, to the

best of our knowledge, this prediction has not been tested.

Second, Corollary 2 provides empirical predictions regarding how the optimal degree of

harmonization varies with respect to the precision of signals about common fundamentals

versus that of idiosyncratic fundamentals. Industries/countries exhibiting more correlated

fundamentals (i.e., the variance of � is much higher than that of �i) should adopt less harmo-

nized accounting standards.12 Similarly, countries in which the association between aggregate

earnings and GDP growth is stronger relative to the association between �rm-level earnings

and �rm value should adopt more harmonized accounting standards.13 This may provide an

alternative explanation of why certain industries/countries are less willing to adopt IFRS.

Third, our results suggest that the optimal degree of harmonization of accounting stan-

dards depends on the degree of the beauty-contest motive. A higher beauty-contest motive

demands less harmonized accounting standards. This suggests that a one-size-�ts-all har-

monization of accounting standards is not desirable, to the extent that di¤erent countries

or industries exhibit di¤erent degrees of beauty-contest motive. Our results suggest that

industries or countries that are prone to such beauty-contest motive (e.g., �nancial industries

or countries where �nancial industries are very important) should adopt less harmonized ac-

counting standards, and perhaps maintain their own local accounting standards. Accordingly,

our results predict that when an entire country or region adopts common accounting stan-

dards (e.g., the European Union�s adoption of IFRS), industries in the adopting country or

countries in the adopting region that exhibit higher degrees of beauty-contest motive would

11See Ball and Sadka (2015) for an excellent review of the literature on aggregate earnings.
12Fang et al. (2019) have a similar prediction and �nd empirical evidence supporting the prediction.
13To see this more precisely, note that from Proposition 4, the association between the aggregate investment

K and the aggregate earnings �r is strictly increasing in the precision of the common noise �, i.e., h�, whereas
the association between the individual �rm�s investment ki and the �rm-level earning vi is strictly increasing
in the precision of the idiosyncratic noise "i, i.e., h". By Corollary 2, when h� is relatively larger than h", the
optimal degree of accounting harmonization m� should be higher.
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be less likely to obtain incremental bene�ts from such adoption than the ones that exhibit

lower degrees of beauty-contest motive.

Finally, our results also provide a justi�cation for the recent mandatory adoption of more

harmonized accounting standards such as IFRS adoption, as �rms, when given the choice over

harmonization, may choose less harmonized accounting standards than the socially optimal

choice. This could happen especially when the beauty-contest motive is su¢ ciently strong.

For �rms and industries that exhibit weak beauty-contest motives, however, mandating more

harmonized accounting standards is unnecessary as �rms voluntarily would choose to adopt

even more harmonized accounting standards. One implication of our results is that early

voluntary adopters of common accounting standards will be more likely from those industries

that exhibit lower degrees of beauty-contest motive.

5 Conclusion

We analytically study the optimal degree of harmonization of accounting standards in a set-

ting that exhibits beauty-contest features. We �nd that the optimal degree of harmonization

depends on the strength of such beauty-contest feature. Speci�cally, when the beauty-contest

feature is strong, forecasting others�behavior (i.e., strategic uncertainty) becomes crucial, and

therefore calls for a lower degree of harmonization to reduce strategic uncertainty. We also

�nd that when beauty-contest feature is very important, mandatory adoption of harmonized

accounting standards becomes desirable as �rms voluntarily choose an even lower degree of

harmonization. Our results provide both empirical and regulatory implications and suggest

that the strength of beauty-contest motives is an important consideration in determining the

degree of accounting standards harmonization.

Our work can be extended in a couple of dimensions. First, our study focuses on in-

vestment e¢ ciency and does not explicitly model capital markets and investors� trading

decisions. Future work can incorporate capital markets and study how more harmonized

accounting standards a¤ect both the �rms�investment decisions and the investors�trading

decisions when investments exhibit beauty-contest features. Second, while our investment

beauty-contest model captures strategic complementarity that is relevant to �nancial institu-
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tions, it does not directly model the salient institutional features of banks, e.g., the mismatch

between assets and liabilities and the liquidity needs of depositors. Future work can explic-

itly model those features and shed light on how harmonized accounting standards a¤ect the

banking sector, and in particular, systemic bank runs.
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Appendix I: Proofs

Proof. of Lemma 1: Given �r = � + m�, we can express �rm i�s accounting report ri as

ri = �r+ vi; where vi = �i+(1�m) "i: It is easy to see that vi is independent and identically

distributed over the population i 2 [0; 1], and vi � N
�
0; 1h� +

(1�m)2
h"

�
. Furthermore, because

vi is independent of �, �j�r; vi is equivalent to �j�r, i.e., �r is a su¢ cient statistic for �.

Similarly, given vi = �i + (1�m) "i, we can express �rm i�s accounting report ri as

ri = vi + �r, where �r = � +m� is independent of �i. That is, ri does not provide additional

information to estimate �i conditional on vi. Meanwhile, any other �rm�s report rj is always

independent of �i and thus is never useful in estimating �i. Therefore, vi is a su¢ cient

statistic for �i.

Proof. of Proposition 1: Given Lemma 1, the conditional distribution of �ijri; r�i; si1; si2 is

equivalent to that of �ijvi; si2: As vi = �i + (1�m) "i, and si2 = � + �2,

�ijvi; si2 � N

0@ h"
(1�m)2 vi + h�2si2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
;

1

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2

1A :

It is easy to see that V ari (�i) = 1
h�+

h"
(1�m)2

+h�2
is strictly decreasing in m.

Similarly, the conditional distribution of �jri; r�i; si1; si2 is equivalent to that of �j�r; si1.

As �r = � +m� and si1 = � + �1,

�j�r; si1 � N

 
h��� +

h�
m2 �r + h�1si1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;
1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

!
:

The conditional variance V ari (�) = 1

h�+
h�

m2
+h�1

is strictly increasing in m.

Proof. of Proposition 2: As shown in the proof of Proposition 1, �rm i�s forecast on its

fundamental, �i, satis�es

Ei [�i] =
h��� +

h�
m2 �r + h�1si1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+

h"
(1�m)2 vi + h�2si2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
;

V ari (�i) =
1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+
1

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
:
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The average forecast on �rms�own fundamental is

�E [�j ] =

Z 1

0
Ej [�j ] dj =

h��� +
h�
m2 �r + h�1�

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

:

Therefore, �rm i�s forecast on �E [�j ] is equivalent to

Ei
�
�E [�j ]

�
=

h��� +
h�
m2 �r

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+ �Ei [�] ;

V ari
�
�E [�j ]

�
= �2V ari (�) = �2

1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;

where � =
h�1

h�+
h�

m2
+h�1

. Obviously, V ari
�
�E [�j ]

�
is strictly increasing in m.

Proof. of Proposition 3: By equation (8), m a¤ects W only through the e¤ect of V ari (�i).

Furthermore, Proposition 1 suggests that

V ari (�i) =
1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+
1

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
:

Take the �rst-order condition with respect to m, and it yields

@V ari (�i)

@m
=

2mh��
m2
�
h� + h�1

�
+ h�

�2 + 2 (m� 1)h"h
(1�m)2

�
h� + h�2

�
+ h"

i2 : (14)

It is easy to see that at the two extreme values of m:

@V ari (�i)

@m
jm=1 =

2h���
h� + h�1

�
+ h�

�2 > 0;
@V ari (�i)

@m
jm=0 =

�2h"��
h� + h�2

�
+ h"

� < 0:
That is, at m = 1, V ari (�i) is strictly increasing in m, while at m = 0, V ari (�i) is strictly

decreasing in m. Therefore, the optimal m�
0 is always interior.

Proof. of Proposition 4: The proof proceeds in two steps. We �rst examine the �rm�s

investment strategy using the guess-and-verify approach, and then compare the coe¢ cient

with the benchmark (� = 0).
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Step 1) We conjecture that each �rm�s investment is

ki =  0 +  �r�r +  vvi +  s1si1 +  s2si2;

and thus aggregate investment is

K =

Z 1

0
kidi =  0 +  �r�r +  s1�:

Therefore, �rm i�s forecast of K is Ei [K] =  0+ �r�r+ s1Ei [�] : Plugging Ei [K] in equation

(9) results in

ki = (1� �)Ei [�i] + �Ei [K]

=  0 +  �r�r +
�
(1� �) + � s1

�
Ei [�] + (1� �)Ei [�i]

=  0 +  �r�r +
�
(1� �) + � s1

� h��� + h�
m2 �r + h�1si1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+ (1� �)
h"

(1�m)2 vi + h�2si2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
:

Match coe¢ cient with the conjectured investment:

 0 =  0 +
�
(1� �) + � s1

� h���

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;

 �r =  �r +
�
(1� �) + � s1

� h�
m2

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;

 s1 =
�
(1� �) + � s1

� h�1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;

 v = (1� �)
h"

(1�m)2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
;

 s2 = (1� �)
h�2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
:

Solve the system of equations and it yields ki =
h���+

h�

m2
�r+(1��)h�1si1

h�+
h�

m2
+(1��)h�1

+(1� �)
h"

(1�m)2
vi+h�2si2

h�+
h"

(1�m)2
+h�2

:

Step 2) recall that by equation (7), �rm i�s investment in the case of � = 0 is

ki = Ei [�i] =
h��� +

h�
m2 �r + h�1si1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

+

h"
(1�m)2 vi + h�2si2

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2
:
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When � > 0, the investment follows equation (9) shows. Compare the weight on �r versus

that on si1, it is obvious that each �rm always over-weights �r and under-weights si1 relative

to the benchmark of � = 0, and the over-weight is more severe when � is larger. On the

other hand, the weight on vi versus that on si2 is independent of �. That is, the �rm does

not over-weights or under-weight the two signals.

Proof. of Corollary 1: Obviously,  �r =
h�

m2

h�+
h�

m2
+h�1

decreases in m and  s1 =
h�1

h�+
h�

m2
+h�1

increases in m. Furthermore,  �r +  s1 = 1 � h�

h�+
h�

m2
+h�1

decreases in m. By contrast,

 v =
h"

(1�m)2

h�+
h"

(1�m)2
+h�2

increases in m and  s2 =
h�2

h�+
h"

(1�m)2
+h�2

decreases in m. Meanwhile,

 v +  s2 = 1�
h�

h�+
h"

(1�m)2
+h�2

increases in m:

Proof. of Proposition 5: The proof proceeds in the following steps. In step 1, we will

decompose social welfare as in equation (13), and examine the e¤ect of m on each term

separately. In step 2, we will show that Assumption 1 is su¢ cient to guarantee the optimal

m� is unique for any � 2 [0; 1). In step 3, we will compare the optimal m� (when � > 0)

versus m�
0 (when � = 0). In step 4, we will prove a general result that

@m�

@� < 0.

Step 1) Given each �rm�s investment in equation (9), the expected payo¤ for �rm i is

Ei

�
Riki �

k2i
2

�
=
(Ei [Ri])

2

2
=
1

2
f(1� �)Ei [�i] + �Ei [K]g2 : (15)

Therefore, the ex-ante social welfare can be expressed as

W = (1� �)2
E
h
(Ei [�i])

2
i

2
+
�2

2
E
h
(Ei [K])

2
i
+ � (1� �)E [Ei [�i]Ei [K]] :

As shown in the benchmark (� = 0), the �rst term
E[(Ei[�i])2]

2 =
�2�+V ar(�i)�V ari(�i)

2 , and m

leads to a trade-o¤ of balancing V ari (�) versus V ari (�i).

To see the second term, notice that each �rm anticipates that the equilibrium K follows

equation (12). Therefore,

E
h
(Ei [K])

2
i
= E

�
Ei
�
K2
�
� V ari (K)

�
= [E [K]]2 + V ar (K)� V ari (K) ;
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where the second equation uses two facts that 1) the law of iterated expectation implies

E
�
Ei
�
K2
��
= E

�
K2
�
= [E [K]]2 + V ar (K) and 2) V ari (K) is the same for each �rm, i.e.,

E [V ari (K)] = V ari (K). By equation (12) ;

V ari (K) =  s1V ari (�) =

"
(1� �)h�1

h� +
h�
m2 + (1� �)h�1

#2
1

h� +
h�
m2 + h�1

;

which increases in m. Meanwhile, to assess the ex-ante mean and variance of K; we rewrite

K =  0 +  �r�r +  s1� =  0 +
�
 �r +  s1

�
� +  �r �m�: (16)

Obviously, E [K] = �� is a constant. For the ex-ante variance,

V ar (K) =
�
 �r +  s1

�2
V ar (�) + ( �r)

2 V ar (m�)

=

h
h�
m2 + (1� �)h�1

i2
1
h�
+

h�
m2h

h� +
h�
m2 + (1� �)h�1

i2 :

It is easy to see that

@V ar (K)

@m
= �

2mh�
�
h� +

�
h� + 3 (1� �)h�1

�
m2
��

h� +m2
�
h� + (1� �)h�1

��3 < 0.

Taken together, the second term strictly decreases in m as the following equation shows:

E
h
(Ei [K])

2
i
= [E [K]]2| {z }

constant

+ V ar (K)| {z }
decreases in m

� V ari (K)| {z }
increases in m

:

For the third term, notice that because Ei [�i] and Ei [K] consist of orthogonal signals,

we can further simplify

E [Ei [�i]Ei [K]] = E [Ei [�]Ei [K] + Ei [�i]Ei [K]] = E [Ei [�]Ei [K]] :

Since E [Ei [�]] = E [Ei [K]] = ��;

E [Ei [�]Ei [K]] = �2� + Cov (Ei [�] ; Ei [K]) :
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By the law of total covariance,

Cov (Ei [�] ; Ei [K]) = Cov (�;K)� E [Covi [�;K]] = Cov (�;K)� Covi (�;K) ;

where the second equation uses the fact that Covi (�;K) is the same for any signal realizations,

i.e., E [Covi (�;K)] = Covi (�;K). Now, we can analyze the e¤ect of m on Cov (�;K) and

Covi (�;K) respectively. Using equation (16) ;

Cov (�;K) =
�
 �r +  s1

�
V ar (�) ;

which strictly decreases in m by Corollary 1. On the other hand,

Covi (�;K) = Covi
�
�;  0 +  �r�r +  s1�

�
=  s1V ari (�) ;

which strictly increases in m because both  s1 and V ari (�) are increasing in m. Taken

together, the last term strictly decreases in m as the following equation shows:

E [Ei [�i]Ei [K]] = �2�|{z}
constant

+ Cov (�;K)| {z }
decreases in m

�Covi (�;K)| {z }
increases in m

;

Step 2) When � = 0, it is easy to verify that

@2V ari (�i)

@m2
=
2h�

�
h� � 3

�
h� + h�1

�
m2
��

m2
�
h� + h�1

�
+ h�

�3 +
2h"

h
h" � 3

�
h� + h�1

�
(1�m)2

i
h
(1�m)2

�
h� + h�2

�
+ h"

i3 :

Given assumption 1, it is easy to see that @
2V ari(�i)
@m2 > 0 is always satis�ed for any m 2 [0; 1],

suggesting V ari (�i) is strictly convex. Therefore, the �rst-order condition in equation (14)

gives rise to the unique optimal m�
0 that minimizes V ari (�i).

In a similar way, when � > 0, we examine the second-order condition @2W
@m2 . As shown in
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step 1,

W = const+
(1� �)2

2
[V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)] +

(1� �)2

2
[V ar (�)� V ari (�)]

+
�2

2
[V ar (K)� V ari (K)] + � (1� �) [Cov (�;K)� Covi (�;K)] :

For ease of exposition, we denote B = (1��)2
2 [V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)], where B stands for

�bene�t�; and C =W � const�B; where C stands for �cost�. It is easy to verify that

@2B

@m2
_ �(1� �)

2

2
2h"

h
h" � 3

�
h� + h�2

�
(1�m)2

i
;

which is negative given h" > 3
�
h� + h�2

�
. In addition,

@2C

@m2
_
�
3
�
h� + (1� �)h�1

�
m2 � h�

� ��
h� +

�
1 + �� 2�2

�
h�1
�
m2 + h�

�
�4h�h�1� (1� �)m

2:

If h� > 3
�
h� + h�1

�
, 3
�
h� + (1� �)h�1

�
m2 � h� < 0 and thus @

2C
@m2 < 0. Taken together, as-

sumption 1 guarantees @
2W
@m2 < 0, and therefore the unique solution to the �rst-order condition

maximizes social welfare.

Step 3) When � > 1, as shown in step 1,

@W

@m
=

(1� �)2

2

@ [V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)]
@m| {z }
>0

+
(1� �)2

2

@ [V ar (�)� V ari (�)]
@m| {z }
<0

(17)

+
�2

2

@ [V ar (K)� V ari (K)]
@m| {z }
<0

+� (1� �) @Cov (Ei [�] ; Ei [K])
@m| {z }
<0

:

In step 2, we already show @2W
@m2 < 0; and therefore the solution to @W

@m = 0 is the unique

optimal, denoted as m�. Since @
2W
@m2 < 0, for any m1 2 [0; 1], the following two conditions are

equivalent (1) m1 > m� and (2)@W@m jm=m1
< 0. On the other hand, recall that m�

0 is the

unique solution to equation (14), i.e.,

@ [V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)]
@m

jm=m�
0
+
@ [V ar (�)� V ari (�)]

@m
jm=m�

0
= 0:

Plugging m�
0 in equation (17) and apparently

@W
@m jm=m�

0
< 0, which suggests m�

0 > m� .
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Step 4) Recall that

B =
(1� �)2

2
[V ar (�i)� V ari (�i)] =

(1� �)2

2

24 1
h�
� 1

h� +
h"

(1�m)2 + h�2

35 ;
that is, � a¤ects B only to the extent of the term (1��)2

2 . Therefore, it is easy to see that

@2B
@m@� _ �

@B
@m < 0: On the other hand, after some algebra, we can show that

@2C

@m@�
_ �4h�1h�m

3 (1� �)
�
2h�m

2 + 2h� + h�1 (2 + �)m
2
�
< 0:

Taken together, @2W
@m@� =

@2(B+C)
@m@� < 0. By the implicit function theorem,

@m�

@�
= �

@2W
@m@�
@2W
@m2

< 0:

Proof. of Corollary 2: Recall that m� is the unique solution of @W@m = 0. By the implicit

function theorem, for any variable x;

@m�

@x
= �

@2W
@m@x
@2W
@m2

_ @2W

@m@x
;

which is because @2W
@m2 < 0: As shown in the proof of Proposition 5, we decompose social

welfare into two components, B and C. Obviously, h�; h" and h�2 a¤ects W only through

the e¤ect of B, while h�, h� and h�1 a¤ects W only through the e¤ect of C. Therefore, it is

easy to verify that

@2W

@m@h�
=

@2B

@m@h�
=
(1� �)2

2

�4h"�
h� +

h"
(1�m)2 + h�2

�3
(1�m)3

< 0;
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Additionally, because h" > 3
�
h� + h�2

�
,

@2W

@m@h"
=

@2B

@m@h"
=
(1� �)2

2

2 (1�m)
h�
h� + h�2

�
(1�m)2 � h"

i
h�
h� + h�2

�
(1�m)2 + h"

i3 < 0;

@2W

@mh�2
=

@2B

@m@h�2
=
(1� �)2

2

�4h"�
h� +

h"
(1�m)2 + h�2

�3
(1�m)3

< 0

Taken together, we have @m�

@h�
< 0; @m

�

@h"
< 0; @m

�

@h�2
< 0:

In a similar way,

@2W

@m@h�
=

@2C

@m@h�
=
2h�m

3
�
h� +m

2
�
h� + h�1 + 2h�1�� 3h�1�

3
���

m2h� + h� + (1� �)m2h�1
�4 > 0;

@2W

@m@h�1
=

@2C

@m@h�1
=
2h�m

3 (1� �)2
�
h� +m

2
�
h� + h�1 + 2h�1�

���
m2h� + h� + (1� �)m2h�1

�4 > 0;

Lastly, to show the e¤ect of h�, notice that

@2C

@m@h�
=

h2�m� 2h�h�1m
3� (1� �)�m5

h
h2� + h

2
�1
(1 + 2�) (1� �)2 + 2h�h�1

�
1� �2

�i
�
m2h� + h� + (1� �)m2h�1

�4
>

m
h
h2� � 2h�h�1� (1� �)�

h
h2� + h

2
�1
(1 + 2�) (1� �)2 + 2h�h�1

�
1� �2

�ii
�
m2h� + h� + (1� �)m2h�1

�4
/ h2� � 2h�h�1� (1� �)�

h
h2� + h

2
�1
(1 + 2�) (1� �)2 + 2h�h�1

�
1� �2

�i
;

where the second line uses m < 1. Apparently, the last equation strictly increases in h�.

Since h� > 3
�
h� + h�1

�
> h� + h�1 , we replace h� with h� + h�1 and

h2� � 2h�h�1� (1� �)�
h
h2� + h

2
�1
(1 + 2�) (1� �)2 + 2h�h�1

�
1� �2

�i
> 4�h�1

�
2h� (2� �) + h�1

�
4� �� 2�2

��
> 0:

Therefore, @2W
@m@h�

= @2C
@m@h�

> 0.

Taken together, we have @m�

@h�
> 0; @m

�

@h�1
> 0; @m

�

@h�
> 0.

Proof. of Proposition 6: We solve the model using backward induction. First, we study the

�rm�s investment strategy given his choice ni and other �rms�choice n̂. In particular, for any
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ni and n̂, we can derive the expected payo¤ for �rm i as a function of ni. Then, we examine

the optimal choice, denoted as n�i , that maximizes the ex-ante expected payo¤; that is, n
�
i is

the best response for �rm i given n̂. Lastly, we impose the symmetric equilibrium condition,

i.e., n�i = n̂ � n�:

Notice that for any ni and n̂, because �rm i is in�nitesimal, his report ri does not a¤ect

the average report �r. That is,

�r = � + n̂�;

which is a noisy signal of � only. As we derived from our main model, �rm i�s investment is

ki = Ei [Ri] = Ei [(1� �) �i + �K] ;

where � 2 [0; 1): As a result, �rm i maximizes the ex-ante payo¤ at date 0 as follows

max
mi

Ef�r;ri;si1;si2g

"
Riki �

(ki)
2

2

#

s:t: ki = Ei [(1� �) �i + �K] ;

where Ef�r;ri;si1;si2g [�] means �taking expectation of f�r; ri; si1; si2g�.

The remaining proof proceeds as follows. In step 1, for benchmark case (� = 0), we

compare the privately optimal harmonization n�0 with the socially optimal harmonization

m�
0. In step 2, for any � 2 (0; 1), we compare the privately optimal harmonization n� with

the socially optimal harmonization m�:

Step 1). When � = 0, Riki � (ki)
2

2 = (Ei[�i])
2

2 =
Ei[�2i ]�V ari[�i]

2 . Furthermore, by the law

of iterative expectations, Ef�r;ri;si1;si2g
�
Ei
�
�2i
��
= E

�
�2i
�
= (E [�i])

2 + V ar (�i) is a constant.

Therefore,

max
ni

Ef�r;ri;si1;si2g

"
Riki �

(ki)
2

2

#
, min

ni
V ari (�i) :

Notice that �rm i has four signals that are informative about �i: �r; ri; si1; si2: However,

di¤erent from our main model, V ari (�i) 6= V ari (�) + V ari (�i). This is because for any

arbitrary ni 6= n̂, ri contains incremental information for � even conditional on �r. Therefore,

we can compute V ari (�i) using the variance-covariance matrix of the multivariate normal
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distribution. For ease of exposition, we denote ~I = (�r; ri; si1; si2)
0
, ~EI = (��; ��; ��; 0)

0
,

~V =
�
1
h�
; 1h� +

1
h�
; 1h� ;

1
h�

�
, and

� =

0BBBBBBB@

1
h�
+ n̂2

h�
1
h�
+ nin̂

h�
1
h�

0

1
h�
+ nin̂

h�
1
h�
+ 1

h�
+

n2i
h�
+ (1�ni)2

h"
1
h�

1
h�

1
h�

1
h�

1
h�
+ 1

h�1
0

0 1
h�

0 1
h�
+ 1

h�2

1CCCCCCCA
:

Using the property of multivariate normal, we have

0B@�i
~I

1CA � N

0B@
0B@��
~EI

1CA ;

0B@
0B@ 1
h�
+ 1

h�
~V

~V
0

�

1CA
1CA
1CA :

The conditional distribution satis�es

V ar (�ij�r; ri; si1; si2) = V ar (�i)� ~V ��1~V 0:

Take the �rst-order condition w.r.t. ni, and it gives rise to �rm i�s the best response given n̂:

@V ar (�ij�r; ri; si1; si2)
@ni

= 0:

Now we impose the symmetric equilibrium condition, i.e., n�i = n̂ � n�0, which yields the

following implicit function

n�0
�
h�(n

�
0 � 1)2 + h" + h�2(n

�
0 � 1)2

�
= (1� n�0)

�
n�0(h� + h�1) + h�

�
: (18)

Recall that the socially optimal m�
0 solves

2h�m
�
0�

(m�
0)
2 (h� + h�1) + h�

�2 � 2h" (1�m�
0)�

h�(m
�
0 � 1)2 + h" + h�2(m�

0 � 1)2
�2 = 0: (19)
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Assumption 1 guarantees equation (19) is increases in m�
0. Therefore,

n�0 > m�
0 ,

2h�n
�
0�

(n�0)
2 (h� + h�1) + h�

�2 � 2h" (1� n�0)�
h�(n

�
0 � 1)2 + h" + h�2(n�0 � 1)2

�2 > 0:
Plugging equation (18), and the above condition can be further reduced to

2h�n
�
0�

(n�0)
2 (h� + h�1) + h�

�2 � 2h" (1� n�0)�
h�(n

�
0 � 1)2 + h" + h�2(n�0 � 1)2

�2
=

2n�0�
n�0(h� + h�1) + h�

�2 �h� � h"n
�
0

(1� n�0)

�
:

Therefore,

n�0 > m�
0 , h� �

h"n
�
0

(1� n�0)
> 0, n�0 <

h�
h� + h"

:

Rearrange equation (18) results in n�0 being a solution to the following polynomial function

of x:

G (x) = �h� + (h� + h� + h" + h�2)x� (h� + 2h� + h�1 + 2h�2)x
2 + (h� + h� + h�1 + h�2)x

3:

It is easy to verify that G
0
(x) > 0. Therefore,

n�0 <
h�

h� + h"
, G (n�0) < G

�
h�

h� + h"

�
, h"

�
h� + h�2

�
> h�

�
h� + h�1

�
:

That is, n�0 > m�
0 if and only if h"

�
h� + h�2

�
> h�

�
h� + h�1

�
.

Step 2) The analysis when � > 0 is similar to that in step 1, and thus we omit some

tedious algebra for brevity. Given the information set for �rm i, as we derived in our main

model, �rm i will invest

ki = (1� �)Ei [�i] + �Ei [K] :

Notice that, since all other �rms choose n̂, �rm j�s investment kj will be based on its report

rj , the aggregate report �r and the private signals. In addition, because �rm i is in�nitesimal,

the aggregate investment K will not be a¤ected by its investment ki. It means, for �rm j 6= i,
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its forecasts on the fundamental �j and total investment K remain the same as in our main

model, and therefore the equilibrium aggregate investment is

K =

Z 1

0
kjdj =

h��� +
h�
n̂2
�r + (1� �)h�1�

h� +
h�
n̂2
+ (1� �)h�1

:

Firm i rationally anticipates how K is formed in equilibrium, and thus the ex-ante payo¤ for

�rm i is

E [Vi] =
1

2

(
(1� �) (Ei [�i] + Ei [�]) + �

h��� +
h�
n̂2
�r + (1� �)h�1Ei [�]

h� +
h�
n̂2
+ (1� �)h�1

)2
: (20)

For any ni, Ei [�] and Ei [�i] can be derived as follows. Denote ~V1 =
�
0; 1h� ; 0;

1
h�

�
; ~V2 =�

1
h�
; 1h� ;

1
h�
; 0
�
; ~S = (�r; ri; si1; si2)

�1 and ~� = E
h
~S
i
= (��; ��; ��; 0)

�1, then

Ei [�i] = ~V1�
�1
�
~S � ~�

�
;

Ei [�] = �� + ~V2�
�1
�
~S � ~�

�
.

Substitute the conditional expectation Ei [�i] and Ei [�] in equation (20), the ex-ante payo¤

is

E [Vi] = Ef�r;ri;si1;si2g

�
Riki �

k2i
2

�
:

Take the �rst-order condition w.r.t. ni, and it yields the �rst best response for �rm i, denoted

as n�i . Impose the symmetry condition, i.e., n
�
i = n̂ � n�, and thus the equilibrium n� is a

solution to the following condition.

@E [Vi]

@ni
jni=n̂�n� = 0:

Now we can compare n� and m�. For ease of exposition, we rewrite the equation of n�

and m� as a function of x. Speci�cally, we replace n� with x in equation @E[Vi]
@n jni=n̂�n� = 0,

and de�ne the function as R (x); replace m� with x in equation @W
@m jm=m� = 0, and de�ne it
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as T (x) : After some tedious algebra, we can show that

T (x)�R (x) / (2�� 1)h�
�
h� + h�2

�
(1� x)2 + �2h�h" + (1� �)2h"x2(h� � �h�1 + h�1)| {z }

+

:

Apparently, as long as � > 1
2 ; T (x) � R (x) > 0 for any x 2 (0; 1), and hence T (n�) >

R (n�) = 0. On the other hand, recall that assumption 1 guarantee the concavity of the

welfare function W , i.e., T
0
(x) < 0. In other words, for any x 2 (0; 1), x < m� if and only if

T (x) > T (m�) = 0. Therefore, given � > 1
2 , T (n

�) > 0 and consequently n� < m� always

holds.
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Appendix II: Mirco-foundation of the Investment Game

In our main model, we assume that each �rm�s return to investment is a linear combination

of its fundamental and other �rms�behavior. In this section, we provide a micro-foundation

of the payo¤ structure (1). Similar formulations have been commonly used in the economics

literature (see, e.g., Angeletos and La�O (2013)).

Consider a two-date model with a manufacturing country that produces �nal consumption

goods and a continuum of supplier countries i 2 [0; 1] that supply intermediate capital goods

to the manufacturing country. Each country has a risk-neutral representative consumer and

a representative �rm. The consumer in the manufacturing country has no initial wealth but

owns the �rm and its production technology. Each consumer in the supplier countries is

endowed with a unit of consumption goods. At date 1, each consumer chooses the amount

of consumption at t = 1, denoted by ci, and the amount of investment in the �rm of the

consumer�s country, denoted by xi (but not in the �rm of other countries due to a home bias).

That is, ci = 1 � xi. Investment of xi generates xi units of intermediate goods, which the

manufacturing-country �rm thereafter acquires and uses jointly with the intermediate goods

from other countries to produce consumption goods at t = 2. The production technology of

the manufacturing country is given by

Q = AX�;

where

X =

�Z 1

0
x1��i di

� 1
1��

:

Each supplier-country �rm receives a price pi for each unit of its intermediate goods contri-

bution such that the revenue for each �rm is pixi. We assume that the net pro�t margin

for each �rm is �i such that each �rm generates a net pro�t of �ipixi, which equals the

�rm revenue minus the operating cost. Since the consumer is the only investor of the �rm,

the consumer obtains all the pro�ts from the �rm�s production. We assume that the pro�t

margin �i > 0 follows a log-normal distribution with mean ��. For simplicity, we further as-

sume that the mean �� is su¢ ciently small such that the probability that �i > 1 is negligible.
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Before the consumer makes the investment decision, the �rm�s accounting system provides

(noisy) estimates about �i to the consumer at t = 1. We do not consider any agency con�ict

between the �rm and the consumer such that the �rm operates to maximize the consumer�s

welfare.

We solve the model by backward induction. At t = 2, the manufacturing-country �rm

chooses its demand for the intermediate goods xi to maximize its pro�t:

max
xi

� = Q�
Z 1

0
pixidi:

Taking the �rst-order condition regarding xi gives that:

@�

@xi
=

@Q

@xi
� pi

= A�X��1@X

@xi
� pi

= A�X��1 1

1� �

�Z 1

0
x1��i di

� �
1��

(1� �) (xi)�� � pi

= A�X��1X�x��i � pi:

Therefore,

pi = A�X�+��1x��i : (21)

Equation (21) characterizes, at a given price pi, the manufacturing-country �rm�s demand

for the intermediate goods from a supplier-country �rm i, xi.

At t = 1, each supplier-country consumer chooses its supply of intermediate goods to

maximize the utility:

max
xi

Ei [1� xi +�ipixi] ;

subject to the demand curve (21). Plugging (21) into the objective function results in:

max
xi

1� xi +A�x1��i Ei
�
�iX

�+��1� :
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Taking the �rst-order condition results in

x�i = A� (1� �)Ei
�
�iX

�+��1� :
A log-linear approximation around �i = �� results in

log xi � log �X =

�
1� 1� �

�

�
Ei
�
logX � log �X

�
+
1

�
Ei
�
log�i � log ��

�
;

where �X denotes the value of xi at �i = ��. In addition, a log-linear approximation of X

around �i = �� gives that

logX � log �X =

Z 1

0

�
log xi � log �X

�
di:

Thus we obtain that

log xi � log �X =

�
1� 1� �

�

�
Ei

�Z 1

0

�
log xi � log �X

�
di

�
+
1

�
Ei
�
log�i � log ��

�
: (22)

De�ne that

ki �
�
1 +

�

�

��
log xi � log �X

�
;

K =

Z 1

0
kidi =

�
1 +

�

�

�Z 1

0

�
log xi � log �X

�
di;

�i �
�
1 +

�

�

��
log�i � log ��

�
;

� �
1� 1��

�

1 + �
�

:

Note that, given that �i follows a log-normal distribution, �i follows a normal distribution.

Thus (22) becomes:

ki = (1� �)Ei [�i] + �Ei [K] ;

which has the same linear functional form as (1) assumed in our main model.
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